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Earth Observation for Flood Applications: Progress and Perspectives describes
the latest scientific advances in Earth Observation. With recent floods around the
world becoming ever more devastating, there is a need for better science
enabling more effective solutions at a fast pace. This book aims at stretching
from the current flood mapping to diverse real data so as to estimate the flood
risk and damage. Earth Observation for Flood Applications: Progress and
Perspectives includes three parts containing each a separate but complementary
topic area under floods. Each chapter unfolds various applications, case studies,
and illustrative graphics. In terms of flood mapping and monitoring, the usage of
multi-sensor satellite data, web-services information, microwave remote sensing
methods are discussed in depth. So, this book is a valuable resource for
scientists, researchers, and students in the area of earth observation. Focuses in
on one specific application field of Earth Observation Brings the latest scientific
advances and perspectives from experts around the world Includes extensive
figures, tables, and case studies to illustrate real-life applications
During the BP oil leak of 2010 while the "experts" were frantically working on a
solution to stop the flow, thousands of people were offered solutions. One
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suggestion came from a plumber named Joe Caldart, but since he wasn't a
scientist with a PhD, his plan was dismissed outright. Only when a professor of
engineering at Berkeley and former Shell executive recognized the validity of his
idea and passed it on to BP, did they listen. Six weeks later a strikingly similar
design was lowered onto the Macondo well, and the eighty-seven-day crisis
ended. In this age of technology, experts, studies, and the media, more young
people than ever are attending college and more degrees are being conferred
every year, but with all the degrees conferred and the numbers in academia
soaring, it is prudent to examine not only what is being taught and how, but also
its effect on society and the culture. We are constantly bombarded with studies
and so-called expert opinions that are contradictory, controversial, and
ineffective. Explanations of current events are accepted at face value by the
common man of today because they are informed by "experts in the field." In
Shmexperts: How Ideology and Power Politics are Disguised as Science Marc E.
Fitch examines the modern myth of experts in today's twenty-four hour media
cycle and explains why viewers, readers, and average Joe's should do their own
research too. In understanding the underlying philosophy and motivation of these
experts and the media that promote them, we will gain greater insight and critical
thinking skills by which to determine whether or not an expert as cited in the
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media is a true expert or an agenda-driven shmexpert. In this brilliantly insightful
book Fitch warns of the frightening prospect of a society led into intellectual
complacency by relying on mass-media manipulation and the bureaucratization
of knowledge. Shmexperts explores the philosophy inherent in the media's
reliance on and use of experts and its negative influence on society as a whole.
In this truly enlightening book, "average" Americans will learn to trust themselves
over the so-called "experts" that have infiltrated the media.
How do we heat our homes, light our rooms, and power our cars? With energy! In
2014, the United States relied on fossil fuels for about 67 percent of its power.
But as the fossil fuel supply dwindles and climate change becomes an
increasingly urgent issue, individuals, businesses, and governments are
expanding their sources of renewable energy, including solar, wind, biofuel,
hydro, and geothermal. In Renewable Energy: Discover the Fuel of the Future,
readers ages 9 to 12 learn about these renewable energy sources and discover
how sunshine can be used to power light bulbs and how the earth's natural heat
can be used to warm our houses. Young readers weigh the pros and cons of
different energy sources and make their own informed opinions about which
resources are the best choices for different uses. Renewable energy industries
provide a booming field for future scientists and engineers. This book shows kids
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these future jobs and gets them excited about contributing to a world run on
clean energy. Hands-on projects, essential questions, links to online primary
sources, and science-minded prompts to think more about energy, the
environment, and the repercussions of our choices make this book a key addition
to classrooms and libraries.
Develop smart Internet of things projects using Android Things. About This Book
Learn to build promising IoT projects with Android Things Make the most out of
hardware peripherals using standard Android APIs Build enticing projects on IoT,
home automation, and robotics by leveraging Raspberry Pi 3 and Intel Edison
Who This Book Is For This book is for Android enthusiasts, hobbyists, IoT
experts, and Android developers who want to gain a deeper knowledge of
Android Things. The main focus is on implementing IoT projects using Android
Things. What You Will Learn Understand IoT ecosystem and the Android Things
role See the Android Things framework: installation, environment, SDK, and APIs
See how to effectively use sensors (GPIO and I2C Bus) Integrate Android Things
with IoT cloud platforms Create practical IoT projects using Android Things
Integrate Android Things with other systems using standard IoT protocols Use
Android Things in IoT projects In Detail Android Things makes developing
connected embedded devices easy by providing the same Android development
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tools, best-in-class Android framework, and Google APIs that make developers
successful on mobile. With this book, you will be able to take advantage of the
new Android framework APIs to securely build projects using low-level
components such as sensors, resistors, capacitors, and display controllers. This
book will teach you all you need to know about working with Android Things
through practical projects based on home automation, robotics, IoT, and so on.
We'll teach you to make the most of the Android Things and build enticing
projects such as a smart greenhouse that controls the climate and environment
automatically. You'll also create an alarm system, integrate Android Things with
IoT cloud platforms, and more. By the end of this book, you will know everything
about Android Things, and you'll have built some very cool projects using the
latest technology that is driving the adoption of IoT. You will also have primed
your mindset so that you can use your knowledge for profitable, practical
projects. Style and approach This book is packed with fun-filled, end-to-end
projects that you will be encouraged to experiment on the Android Things OS.
In When the Nines Roll Over, David Benioff (The 25th Hour, City of Thieves)
uses humor and rich characterizations to explore the sometimes thrilling,
sometimes pathetic emotional lives of a diverse set of characters. Over the
course of eight stories, we are introduced to a host of young people on the cusp
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of discovery and loss. As he evokes the various states of agony and
pleasure—humiliation, rebellion, camaraderie, and desire—Benioff displays a
profound understanding of the transformative power of a single moment and how
sadness can be illuminated by a humorous flip side. When the Nines Roll Over
confirms the promise of a gifted writer emerging as a storytelling force.
"Whether you work for a co-op or municipal utility, for gas, electric, or water, you'll
find the best practices and proven strategies to reduce customer care costs in
this book to be invaluable!"--Jacket.
Discusses how to evaluate, plan, and execute minor alterations to different rooms
in the home which can maximize living space and improve its overall
appearance.
In The Science of the Sale, Mike shares 170 pages of practical, how-to advice on building and
maintaining professional relationships with customers who become lifelong friends. The
Science of the Sale gives you the scientific tools to be successful in sales... nothing artistic
about it. Chapter by chapter, Mike provides proven methods for identifying possible customers,
getting the "second meeting," making a sales presentation, negotiating the contract, and
following-up to make sure that promises are delivered upon. With illustrated tips, Beehler
shows how to really love engaging with and serving your new customers as they become your
career and lifelong friends. And, ultimately, friends like to do business with friends.
Leveraging the organization and focus on exam preparation found in the comprehensive text,
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this Exam Review will help any student to successfully complete the ARRT General
Radiography and Computed Tomography exams. The book includes a bulleted format review
of content, Registry-style questions with answers and rationales, and a mock exam following
the ARRT format. The companion website offers an online testing simulation engine.
This first edition of the Utility Energy Efficiency Scorecard assesses the 51 largest US electric
utilities across a range of energy efficiency metrics. The metrics fall into three categories
critical to utility-sector efficiency: (1) quantitative savings and spending performance, (2)
program diversity and emerging areas, and (3) targets, business models, and evaluation.
Eversource MA and National Grid MA both performed best, tying for the top spot. The other top
10 utilities include Pacific Gas & Electric, Baltimore Gas & Electric, Eversource CT, Southern
California Edison, San Diego Gas & and Electric, Commonwealth Edison, Portland General
Electric, Xcel Colorado, and Xcel Minnesota. The Scorecard gives utilities, regulators, and
other stakeholders a baseline and roadmap they can use to track performance and strengthen
utility-sector energy efficiency.
Connecticut Waters is a tribute to Connecticut’s maritime roots both past and present. The
book takes readers on a nautical journey exploring the many ways Nutmeggers use our lakes,
rivers, sounds and shores for industry, education, and recreation. From boat builders, to
antique, power and sailing vessels, to lobster shacks, the oyster and fishing industries, historic
ferries, nautical arts, lighthouses and islands, charter boats, maritime festivals and
celebrations, and more, this book showcases how these waterways have defined our culture
and shaped our heritage as a state.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER - Pulitzer Prize winning author presents the stories of a wide
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range of Muslim women in the Middle East. As an Australian American and an experienced
foreign correspondent, Brooks' thoughtful analysis attempts to understand the precarious
status of women in the wake of Islamic fundamentalism. "Frank, enraging, and captivating." The New York Times Nine Parts of Desire is the story of Brooks' intrepid journey toward an
understanding of the women behind the veils, and of the often contradictory political, religious,
and cultural forces that shape their lives. Defying our stereotypes about the Muslim world,
Brooks' acute analysis of the world's fastest growing religion deftly illustrates how Islam's
holiest texts have been misused to justify repression of women, and how male pride and power
have warped the original message of a once liberating faith. As a prizewinning foreign
correspondent for The Wall Street Journal, Geraldine Brooks spent six years covering the
Middle East through wars, insurrections, and the volcanic upheaval of resurgent
fundamentalism. Yet for her, headline events were only the backdrop to a less obvious but
more enduring drama: the daily life of Muslim women.
An unlikely friendship between an eleven-year old Irish-Catholic boy and a lonely rabbi from
Prague in 1947 Brooklyn has the two opening new windows of understanding with each other
but still fighting the prejudices of the day. 50,000 first printing. Tour.
Standards of Conduct for Transmission Providers (US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Regulation) (FERC) (2018 Edition) The Law Library presents the complete text of the
Standards of Conduct for Transmission Providers (US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Regulation) (FERC) (2018 Edition). Updated as of May 29, 2018 This interim rule responds to
the decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia vacating and
remanding the standards of conduct rule, Order No. 2004, as it relates to interstate natural gas
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pipelines, in National Fuel Gas Supply Corporation v. FERC, 468 F.3d 831 (D.C. Cir. 2006).
The court objected to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (Commission's) expansion
of the prior standards of conduct to include energy affiliates, and vacated the entire rule as it
relates to natural gas pipelines. The interim rule repromulgates the standards of conduct that
were not challenged before the court on an interim basis while the Commission considers how
to respond to the court's decision on a permanent basis. This book contains: - The complete
text of the Standards of Conduct for Transmission Providers (US Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission Regulation) (FERC) (2018 Edition) - A table of contents with the page number of
each section

Documents the first year spent by the Harvard-graduate author with her new
husband on their sustainable farm in the Adirondacks, describing how she
withdrew from big-city life to be married in their barn loft, the difficult obstacles
they faced attempting to provide a whole diet for one hundred locals, and the
rewards of a physical-labor lifestyle.
The Directory of Corporate Counsel, Fall 2020 Edition remains the only
comprehensive source for information on the corporate law departments and
practitioners of the companies of the United States and Canada. Profiling over
30,000 attorneys and more than 12,000 companies, it supplies complete, uniform
listings compiled through a major research effort, including information on
company organization, department structure and hierarchy, and the background
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and specialties of the attorneys. This newly revised two volume edition is easier
to use than ever before and includes five quick-search indexes to simplify your
search: Corporations and Organizations Index Geographic Index Attorney Index
Law School Alumni Index Nonprofit Organizations Index Former 2016 -2017
Edition: ISBN 9781454871798 Former 2015 - 2016 Edition: ISBN
9781454856535 Former 2014 - 2015 Edition: ISBN 9781454843474 Former
2013 -2014 Edition: ISBN #9781454825913 Former 2012 -2013 Edition: ISBN
#9781454809593 Former 2017-2018 Edition: ISBN #9781454884460 Former
2018 Mid-Year Edition: ISBN #9781454889250 Former 2019 Edition ISBN
#9781543803488 Former 2020 Edition: ISBN #9781543810295¿
"In the end," writes Tori McClure, "I know I rowed across the Atlantic to find my
heart, but in the beginning, I wasn't aware that it was missing." During June 1998,
Tori McClure set out to row across the Atlantic Ocean by herself in a twenty-threefoot plywood boat with no motor or sail. Within days she lost all communication
with shore, but nevertheless she decided to keep going. Not only did she lose the
sound of a friendly voice, she lost updates on the location of the Gulf Stream and
on the weather. Unfortunately for Tori, 1998 is still on record as the worst
hurricane season in the North Atlantic. In deep solitude and perilous conditions,
she was nonetheless determined to prove what one person with a mission can
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do. When she was finally brought to her knees by a series of violent storms that
nearly killed her, she had to signal for help and go home in what felt like complete
disgrace. Back in Kentucky, however, Tori's life began to change in unexpected
ways. She fell in love. At the age of thirty-five, she embarked on a serious
relationship for the first time, making her feel even more vulnerable than sitting
alone in a tiny boat in the middle of the Atlantic. She went to work for Muhammad
Ali, who told her that she did not want to be known as the woman who "almost"
rowed across the Atlantic Ocean. And she knew that he was right. In this thrilling
story of high adventure and romantic quest, Tori McClure discovers through her
favorite way—the hard way—that the most important thing in life is not to prove you
are superhuman but to fully to embrace your own humanity. With a wry sense of
humor and a strong voice, she gives us a true memoir of an explorer who maps
her world with rare emotional honesty.
Cookbook and guide to whole foods nutrition to support health and healing.
Published by Ceres Community Project, a nonprofit based on Sonoma County,
CA.
Four black men find themselves stuck in a waiting room for the afterlife. As they
attempt to make sense of their new paradise, Isa, Daz, Grif, and Tiny are forced
to confront the reality of their past, and how they arrived in this unearthly place.
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Inspired by the ever-growing list of slain black men and women, KILL MOVE
PARADISE illustrates the potential for collective transformation and radical acts
of joy.
Leaving her small Mexico hometown after years of caring for her mother, Juana
Garcia embarks on a search for the father who disappeared nineteen years
earlier and teams up with Adelina Vasquez, who left her family to pursue
forbidden love. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.
One man’s extraordinary journey through the twentieth century and how he
learned to read at age 98 “Things will be all right. People need to hear that. Life
is good, just as it is. There isn’t anything I would change about my life.”—George
Dawson In this remarkable book, George Dawson, a slave’s grandson who
learned to read at age 98 and lived to the age of 103, reflects on his life and
shares valuable lessons in living, as well as a fresh, firsthand view of America
during the entire sweep of the twentieth century. Richard Glaubman captures
Dawson’s irresistible voice and view of the world, offering insights into humanity,
history, hardships, and happiness. From segregation and civil rights, to the wars
and the presidents, to defining moments in history, George Dawson’s description
and assessment of the last century inspires readers with the message that has
sustained him through it all: “Life is so good. I do believe it’s getting better.”
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WINNER OF THE CHRISTOPHER AWARD “A remarkable autobiography . . . .
the feel-good story of the year.”—The Christian Science Monitor “A testament to
the power of perseverance.”—USA Today “Life Is So Good is about character,
soul and spirit. . . . The pride in standing his ground is matched—maybe even
exceeded—by the accomplishment of [George Dawson’s] hard-won
education.”—The Washington Post “Eloquent . . . engrossing . . . an astonishing
and unforgettable memoir.”—Publishers Weekly Look for special features inside.
Join the Circle for author chats and more.
The problem is wealth, not poverty -- Introducing the problem of wealth -- The
centrality of economics in Christian theology -- Economism and the ethic of
scarcity -- When, why, and how? The boundary between economics and theology
-- The current dominant forms of wealth creation and the ethic of scarcity -Digging for roots to nourish an ethic of enough -- Social trinity, love, and the ethic
of enough -- Extensive roots: ecocentric and theocentric visions of economy from
a wider variety of the world's great faith traditions -- Increasing the theological
and moral imagination of the U.S. middle class -- Real people embodying
different values -- Parables for sharing -- Concluding observations and a call to
action
When he has a dream about a future Earth devastated by pollution, Walter
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begins to understand the importance of taking care of the environment.
Presenting an outline for utilities, government agencies, and power generators for
educating consumers on conservation, better resource management, and a
smaller carbon footprint, this book offers proven strategies for creating,
delivering, and maximizing demand-side management.
With only TAMMY - a slightly tearful computer with self-esteem issues - a
software boss called Phil - Microsoft Middle Manager 3.0 - and an imaginary dog
called Ed for company, fixing time machines is a lonely business and Charles Yu
is stuck in a rut. He's spent the better part of a decade navel-gazing, spying on
39 different versions of himself in alternate universes (and discovered that 35 of
them are total jerks). And he's kind of fallen in love with TAMMY, which is bad
because she doesn't have a module for that. With all that's on his mind, perhaps
it's no surprise that when he meets his future self, he shoots him in the stomach.
And that's a beginner's mistake for a time machine repairman. Now he's stuck in
a time loop, going in circles forever. All he has, wrapped in brown paper, is the
book his future self was trying to press into his hands. It's called How to Live
Safely in a Science Fictional Universe. And he's the author. And somewhere
inside it is the information that could save him.
At a time when environmental and social stakes are at their highest – with rising
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crises and contradictions at the nexus of a building sense of environmental and
social collapse – there are no easy solutions. Global Im-Possibilities explores just
what can be done around the world to ameliorate this dynamic. Using a range of
essays and a multitude of case studies, this book explores what new lessons can
be learned from examining the challenges and impediments to achieving just
sustainabilities on the levels of policy, planning, and practice, and considers how
these challenges and impediments can be addressed by individuals and/or
governments. Taking a nuanced approach to provide an intersectional analysis of
a particular issue relating to the ideals for achieving sustainability, this book
asserts that that it is only in recognizing such complexity that we can hope to
achieve just sustainabilities.
The riveting story of Conor Grennan's year in Nepal reads like a cross between
Into Thin Air and Three Cups of Tea. While volunteering at an orphanage, Conor
discovers that the children are not orphans: they are trafficked. Despite the
danger, Conor treks up dirt paths with photographs of the children, miraculously
reuniting dozens of families.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
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versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Provides a view of African history in the wider context of world
history. Africa in World History is the first comprehensive survey to illustrate how
Africans have influenced regions beyond their continent's borders, how they have
been influenced from the outside and how internal African developments can be
compared to those elsewhere in the world. By identifying and presenting key
debates within the field of African history, this volume encourages students to
confront the many oversimplified myths regarding Africa and its people. Note:
MySearchLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase
MySearchLab at no extra charge, please visit www.MySearchLab.com or use
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ISBN: 9780205098491.
A poignant and suspenseful retelling of a classic fairy tale set in a war-torn world,
for readers of The Tattooist of Auschwitz, We Were the Lucky Ones, and Lilac
Girls In the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland, two children are left by
their father and stepmother to find safety in a dense forest. Because their real
names will reveal their Jewishness, they are renamed “Hansel” and “Gretel.”
They wander in the woods until they are taken in by Magda, an eccentric and
stubborn old woman called a “witch” by the nearby villagers. Magda is
determined to save them, even as a German officer arrives in the village with his
own plans for the children. Louise Murphy’s haunting novel of journey and
survival, of redemption and memory, powerfully depicts how war is experienced
by families and especially by children.
The Directory of Corporate Counsel, Fall 2021 Edition remains the only
comprehensive source for information on the corporate law departments and
practitioners of the companies of the United States and Canada. Profiling over
30,000 attorneys and more than 12,000 companies, it supplies complete, uniform
listings compiled through a major research effort, including information on
company organization, department structure and hierarchy, and the background
and specialties of the attorneys. This newly revised two volume edition is easier
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to use than ever before and includes five quick-search indexes to simplify your
search: - Corporations and Organizations Index - Geographic Index - Attorney
Index Law - School Alumni Index - Nonprofit Organizations Index Previous
Edition: Directory of Corporate Counsel, Spring 2021 Edition, ISBN
9781543836479
The U.S. Ocean Commission Report identified the need for regional ecosystem
assessments to support coastal and ocean management. These assessments
must provide greater understanding of physical and biological dynamics than
assessments at global and national scales can provide but transcend state and
local interests. This need and timeliness is apparent for Long Island Sound,
where a multi-state regional restoration program is underway for America’s most
urbanized estuary. Synthesis of the Long Island Sound ecosystem is needed to
integrate knowledge across disciplines and provide insight into understanding
and managing pressing issues, such as non-point sources of pollution, coastal
development, global climatic change, and invasive species. Currently, there is a
need for a comprehensive volume that summarizes the ecological and
environmental dynamics and status of Long Island Sound and its myriad
ecosystems. It has been 30 years since a comprehensive summary of Long
Island Sound was prepared and 50 years since the pioneering work of Gordon
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Riley. Major advances in estuarine science are providing new insights into these
systems, and yet, the condition of many estuaries is in decline in the face of
continuing coastal development. There is an opportunity to lay a foundation for
integrative coastal observing systems that truly provide the foundation for
improved decision-making. This book will provide a key reference of our scientific
understanding for work performed over the past three decades and guide future
research and monitoring in a dynamic urbanized estuary.
This thought-provoking study of paranormal phenomena traces the impact of
supernatural beliefs on popular culture and, conversely, examines the influence
of new communication technologies on research being conducted in the field.
Dinero the Frog Learns to Save Energy is a fun and educational book about
energy conservation. Poppi the Frog teaches Dinero about energy, where it
comes from, how it is used, and what we can do to conserve energy and reduce
pollution. Aligns with National Education Science Standards (NSES).
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